GET MICROSOFT CERTIFIED!

Pearson VUE now offering Microsoft Exams

EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 2014. Pearson VUE has been added by Microsoft as an exam delivery provider for the Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) Program. Microsoft certifications validates your expertise in a Microsoft technology and validates your expertise to the world. When passing your first MCP exam, you automatically become a member of the Microsoft Certification Professional (MCP) community, with access to all of the benefits of the program. As an authorized National Testing Center (NTC), MCP exams are now available across UMUC locations Asia-wide. Earn your credentials today.

CREATE A MICROSOFT ACCOUNT
Before scheduling a Microsoft exam, visit microsoft.com/learning to create your account.

• Click Register for an Exam
• Choose preferred certification. NOTE: Not all exams listed are available through Pearson VUE
• After selecting exam, click Schedule with Pearson Vue
• Click Sign up Now

CURRENT MICROSOFT CERTIFICATIONS
With over 170 exam titles to choose from, the certifications are categorized from:

• MTA Technology Associate. Start here to validate fundamental technology concepts.
• MCSA Solutions Associate. Prove you have the core technical skills required for a career in IT.
• MCSE Solutions Expert - for IT professionals or MCSD Solutions Developer - for developers. Prove your ability to build innovative solutions across multiple technologies.

NATIONAL TESTING CENTERS
If you need assistance in scheduling your MCP exams, visit your local NTC and meet with a NTC administrator. For contact information, visit www.asia.umuc.edu/ntc/index.cfm.